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she fears blame should her pupils do badly, then the more
sensitive children—the type that needs most self-confidence
—' sense' the fear and begin to do badly.
Specific fears are bad enough, but the state of general
fear that Dr. Hadfield calls anxiety is far worse, for it
lowers physical vitality and spoils a great part of a child's
waking and, indeed, sleeping life. It is a more common
state among delicate or sensitive children than most of
us realize. A friend confessed the other day to a constant
anxiety during her childhood lest her mother died, another
to dread of ridicule in games or during oral lessons, a
third to fear of bleeding to death—an explanation of the
absurd fuss we all thought he made when he cut himself.
And there is also the even more generally anxious child
—worried if he is asked to do the simplest thing, worried
if he is ignored, afraid that he is forgotten if he wakes
early and no one tells him it is time to get up, terrified
lest his mother won't return when she goes out. It used
to be more easy for those in charge of children to take such
fears lightly on the ground of their being childish fears
that would vanish rapidly. But most modern psycholo-
gists insist that a great number of the nervous disorders
that show themselves in adult life had their beginning in
such states of childish fear and anxiety.
The more one works with children the more one is in-
clined to agree with McDougall that fear is an anachronism
and the greatest curse of modern life.
As fear saps energy, it is of great importance for that
reason alone to let children grow up fearless; but there
are other reasons. Absence from fear means presence of
self-confidence and a willingness to experiment, both in
imitative and creative work, that leads to surprising
results. These excellent results are obtained when
formal training gives place to self-imposed training, as
in projects or in work voluntarily undertaken, not only
because the child is interested but also because the fearless

